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The William H. Gross Collection
LOT 100°

The magnificent Trans-Mississippi Complete Set cover to England with
all nine values, totaling $3.80 postage—a spectacular cover, which is one of
three known with the entire set
ESTIMATE $40,000-50,000

DESCRIPTION
1¢-$2.00 Trans-Mississippi (285-293), the complete set of nine values,
$1.00 well-centered, $2.00 centered to top, lightly cancelled and tied
by New York Station P double-oval cancels, purple framed “REGISTERED/OCT 7 1898/BRANCH P.O./STATION P/NEW YORK P.O.” registry
datestamp on large blue cover with printed addess to The Bank of
British North America, in London, England, the name “C. A. Hoare” is
written above the bank name, sender’s ship directive “Per S.S. Etruria”,
red and black London receiving datestamps (Oct. 15 and 17), transit
and receiving backstamps, red wax seals

PROVENANCE
Ethel B. McCoy (collection sold privately)
Dr. Alfred S. Martin, Siegel Auction Galleries, 3/30/2005, Sale 893, lot
156, to William H. Gross

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES
United States Specialist, October 1972

CERTIFICATION
The Philatelic Foundation (1986)

CONDITION NOTES
Very Fine appearance; all stamps have slight creasing or small fault;
left side of cover has been refolded underneath to reduce size for exhibit page, some mounting glue stains on back

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

The Ultimate Philatelic Souvenir in 1898

Considering the cost of creating a souvenir cover with the
entire set of nine Trans-Mississippi stamps—$3.80 in 1898—
it is not surprising that so few exist. Further reducing the
number of surviving covers was the Edwardian era preference for single stamps off cover, rather than on “originals,”
to use the language of the day. For every cancelled $1 or $2
Trans-Mississippi stamp seen today, there was a cover and a
tub of warm water that met sometime in the past.
Although it has been reported in the literature that four
Trans-Mississippi Complete Set covers are known, we know
that is wrong—one cover on the list was counted twice. The
three covers we record are:
1 July 18, 1898, New York Madison Square Branch to
Munich, Germany, G. B. Calman corner card, ex
Rosenthal, “World’s Fair” collection (Siegel Auction
Galleries, 11/6/2013, Sale 1056, lot 374)
2 October 4, 1898, Exposition Sta. Omaha Neb. datestamp, to St. John, Newfoundland, ex Saffin (Christie’s
Robson Lowe sale, 9/16/1982, lot 471)
3 October 7, 1898, New York Sta. P to London, England,
ex McCoy, Dr. Martin (Siegel Auction Galleries,
3/30/2005, Sale 893, lot 156), the cover offered here
The name written above the printed address is C. A.
Hoare. The British firm of C. Hoare & Co. is still in existence, the sole survivor of the private deposit banks established in the 17th and 18th centuries. The bank has been
owned and directed by members of the Hoare family since
it was founded in 1672.
This cover was once part of the collection formed by Ethel
McCoy, of “Stolen McCoy Block” fame. The daughter of
Charles Milford Bergstresser, a journalist who with Charles
Dow and Edward Jones was a founder of Dow Jones & Company, McCoy used her inherited wealth to enjoy collecting
stamps, including airmails and palm tree designs.
McCoy became a director of the American Air Mail Society in 1937, when few
women held office in philatelic organizations. The highlight of her U.S. airmail
collection was a block of four of the 24¢
Inverted Jenny, which was stolen from
her exhibit in 1955. As of 2018, three
stamps from the block have been recovered (Positions 65, 75 and 76), one of
Ethel B. McCoy
which was sold by Siegel in 2017.
(1893-1980)
The cover offered here was part of
McCoy’s Trans-Mississippi collection, which was bought by
Robert Siegel years ago. It was sold in 2005 by Siegel Auction
Galleries in the sale of the Dr. Alfred Martin collection, where
Mr. Gross acquired it. ◼
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